
  

Bulls Bet on Recovery in Discovery Shares 

Ticker/Price: DISCK ($19.50) 

 

Analysis: 

Discovery (DISCK) buyer of 4,000 March $22.50 calls for $1.25 in a stock replacement and name that still has 4,000 

December $22.50 calls in OI from buyers in mid-August and the DISCA class has seen large put sales in the last two months 

in the January 2022 $20 and $25 puts. DISCK has been a media laggard and big multi-month range forming under $21 with a 

low-volume gap above to $25/$26. The $10.5B company trades 6.6X earnings, 0.97X sales, and 6.25X cash with strong FCF 

and ROI. DISCK is coming off a strong quarter despite ongoing challenges with viewing share up 5% and strength 

Internationally. They continue to see struggles with their US networks. The company also resumed buybacks. DISCK has been 

left behind a bit in the new age for media but they said on their August call they’re putting the final touches on their own DTC 

product with details expected soon about a market strategy. They continue to add content and unique IP with channels like 

TLC, HGTV, and Food Network to Travel Channel, OWN, Animal Planet, DIY, and more. DISCK also has a 2021 catalyst with 

the Olympics finally airing as they own the rights to European airing and expected to be a big boost to ad revenues against 

easy comps from 2020.  Analysts have an average target for shares of $27. JP Morgan downgrading to Neutral last week 

noting that Discovery's core business appears "strong with healthy renewals and superior advertising trends," but with 

"consistent erosion" of the linear business, investor focus is weighted towards DTC strategies for media companies which 

could face near-term challenges. Short interest is 4.4%. Hedge fund ownership rose 8% in Q2, Clearbridge, Point72, and 

Balyasny adding to their positions. Discovery hasn’t seen any insider buying in 2020 but some size buys in 2019 above today’s 

range with a director adding $4.5M in November $28.28, John Malone adding $75M at $28 in November, and the CEO 

buying $1M in May at $27.91.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: DISCK has been a laggard but valuation attractive and could get a lift from DTC and has a nice 

reward/risk at these levels.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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